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Introduction
This concise book was created to help you
get the most out of your Life Plus
Numerology Reading, and to answer any
questions you may have, as well as assist
you in exploring each section of your
reading in greater detail. I hope that it will
prove to be a useful guidebook to
completing your path toward fulfillment, and
awareness. It is meant to be used as a
companion to your Life Plus Numerology
Reading, and you will want to read it along
with your reading. Refer to it as often as
you need.
I have found that it is best to provide this
book to you after you've had a few days to
look over your reading, and to allow you
time to think about it for a while. After a
brief introduction, I'll cover each section of
your reading in detail, explaining how you
can get the most out of it and exploring
methods of journaling and learning which
can help you gain a valuable understanding of all of your unique personal cycles
that make up your life.
Numerology as a Science
Numerology has a historical background that leads back tens of thousands of
years. It was used in Egyptian Rituals, the Indian Vedas, and the Chinese Circle
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and in the Hebrew Kabbala. Records prove that numbers were used as a science
for more than 11,000 years. It is my belief that it was in use, at the very beginning
of human communications - even before astrology!
Numerology was initially used as a counting method when alphabetic characters
also stood for a numeric counterpart. It was this symbolic association between
the two that eventually led to the modern science of Numerology.
Your Name and Birth Date
It is the unique combination of your name and birth date, which make up who you
are, and they can also be used to determine your life cycles (or periods in your
life) over your entire lifetime. As you will see in a minute, each part of the Life
Plus Reading tells you a little bit more about your current cycles and how they
affect you.
The numerology cycles that are calculated and interpreted for you in your Life
Plus reading are based on your full birth certificate name, and your birth date.
Each section of the reading indicates whether the information in your name or
birth date was used to make the calculation.
In your Life Plus reading, your cycles are presented to you in several different
formats. It is presented this way so that you can find something quickly (with the
Table of Events, or Pyramid Events Table), or read details for a single year (with
the Life Events Table).
The Importance of the Order of Events
Throughout the reading you should remember that each cycle has an effect on
you in some way and the cycles with the most effect on you (in order of strongest
effect to weakest effect) will be: Pinnacle/Challenge, Personal Year and
Astrological House Transit with Essence and Soul Essence covering the
details of your actions throughout the year, and the Magi Transition covering the
detailed areas of your life. Finally the Pyramid numbers operate independently
and outside of all the other cycles and can provide confirmation tone for the year,
so consider this number as having a medium/strong effect on you.
Keep in mind that each number may indicate something very specific, but that
you have complete Free Will when it comes to how your life is led. The numbers
provide a 'framework', or 'signpost' that may indicate which way your life is
heading (and in which area such as: Relationships, Family Issues, Financial or
Material Concerns, or something else entirely different). I have seen that if you
follow the 'general direction' that the numbers indicate (especially the Personal
Year) that things will go smoother than if you work in 'opposition' to what the
numbers are indicating. It's a fine-line, but one that will become evident to you as
you study the cycles and numbers in your past and learn to use them as a tool to
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see how your life may unfold in the years ahead. I will cover all of these methods
in this book.
All things/events in life are laid out for a very specific reason and usually this
involves your own karmic or spiritual growth. In general most people may have
negative experiences laid out in their Life Path (available in our Professional
Numerology Reading) - so to make the importance of the lessons more
prominent. Things often go smoother in life if you pay attention to these lessons,
which often continue to come up, until you have fully learned them. In this way,
your life becomes like a self-correcting ship, on the sea of 'events' that your
cycles will clearly indicate. There is nothing in your life that is laid out by
'chance', as there are very specific reasons for every event. In the end you will
find that the overall reason is for your own personal growth.
You are warned against making snap decisions and jumping to conclusions when
reading the events in your charts (or interpretations) of your Life Plus reading.
There is often quite a bit of karmic development going on (for every individual),
there may be 'negative experiences' indicated (or at least those that you think are
negative. However, many of these experiences/events may be emotionally
negative, but spiritually they may be very positive. Often you may notice just as
many positive experiences as there are negative ones which will balance out any
'negative' feeling you get from the reading (or it's interpretations). Try to not let
yourself fall into a cloud of despair when reading negative trends, or aspects and
always remember that if you flow with the vibration of your Personal Year - you
will find that most of the negativity is lifted (as you will be following your path).
The Cycle Values Display Cycles For Longest Period (for each year)
Every cycle that is displayed (in your Table of Events, and Life Events Table)
including: The First Name Letter, Middle Name Letter, Middle2 Name Letter,
Last Name Letter, the Astrological House Transit, Essence and Soul
Essence, Personal Year, Pinnacle/Challenge, Astrological House Transit,
and Magi Transition Numbers always display the value for the period that
lasted the longest for you during the calendar year for the year you are
referencing. If you were born in the beginning of the year (January, February,
March, April, May or June), this is not that important, though you still must
remember that the cycle energy/values display start on your birthday of the year
being displayed, and lasted through to your birthday the following year (the
cycles/values always span 2 calendar years, unless you are born on January 1st
of the year). *Note: for those born in July-December, the years will display the
cycle/values from the year previous, because you will be experiencing the year
previous vibrations through your birthday for the current year - that will be for a
longer period of the calendar year, than if they were displayed for the current
calendar year.
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Why is this important? This is important especially if you were born after the
month of June; because if you were born in July, August, September, October,
November and December, then the cycle numbers displayed in the tables are the
cycle numbers that started in the year prior to the year displayed (in other words
if you are looking at 2016, you will see the cycle numbers that started in 2015 and lasted into 2016 (up to your birthday in 2016), so they had a longer lasting
effect on you, in duration (months of time) in the year 2016, than they did in
duration (months of time) that you were affected by them, in 2015. They lasted
for a longer period of time through the year being looked at. The cycles from the
past year have been affecting you and so those cycle values are the cycle values
that are displayed for that year, if you are trying to locate the vibrational feelings
for an event that happened during any particular calendar year (which appears
as the year in the headings of the Table of Events and Life Events Table) they
will be displaying the cycle numbers/values for the cycle that started last year
and that lasted up to your birthday (and a little longer) into the current calendar
year (the year displayed in the chart headings) - if you were born between July
and December (the last half of the year). If you are referencing events happening
after your birthday in that same calendar year, you would look at the cycle values
for the 'next year' displayed one year after the year you are referencing.
If you were born toward the beginning of the year, such as in January through
June it works the opposite (see below), but if you were born in the latter half of
the year (July 1st or later), this would be important to you, as all of the cycles,
displayed will be those that started in the year before (on your birthday), and then
became fully in effect for you (in the current year) lasting up to some point around
your birthday (within 2-4 weeks before, or after) when all of the cycles then
switch to the cycles/values displayed for the following year.
If you were born on July 1st, or later
The most important thing to keep in mind (for those born on or after July 1st of
the year, so if you were born in July, August, September, October, November or
December) when reviewing your Table of Events, and Life Events Tables is that
every cycle number/value displayed will be shifted to display those cycle
numbers/values from the previous calendar year. This is because you will be
under those vibrations from the year before for a longer period of time then you
will be under the vibrations from the current year. *Note: those born July 1st or
later can notice this shift on the Table of Events - in one place only, and that is at
the very beginning, your first Personal Year will be a repeated Personal Year
cycle/value for the following year. This was done so that we could start your chart
on the year of your birthday, but display the Personal Year cycles/values that
started on your birthday - in your first year of birth, and we then repeat it for the
next year after birth (your Age 2). This is the only place where you will notice one
of your cycles (Personal Year) displayed as repeating itself, and only if you were
born after the month of June. This also allows us to make sure that your very
first Personal Year which you were born under, stays the same on the following
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year, as you were under that 1st year energy throughout the 2nd calendar year
after your birth. *Note: this is important because the Personal Year that you were
born under is also your single-digit Life Path number (Life Purpose) which can be
referenced from the charts in this way: by just looking at your Personal Year that
was under effect, for the year of your birth.
Example of offset years for those born July 1st or later: you are born on July
15th, 1954. When you look up the current year in your Table of Events, or Life
Events Tables (such as 2016), the cycle numbers displayed there (from the list
above), will actually be the cycles from the year before. This is because, you
would be under those past year's cycles/vibrations until your birthday arrives in
the current year. So, it's always best to read the Yearly Cycles for every number:
from the current year to get an idea on the vibrations effecting you - unless, you
are looking up the vibrations for a point in the year that were affecting you after
your birthday. For example (using the example birth date above, your birthday is
July 15, 1954), let's say you are looking up events in your Table of Events chart
(for the year 2016), and you are looking for events that may occur on October 15,
2016 (meaning those events would be after your birthday for the year you are
referencing). In this case, you can consider all of the cycles displayed in the
Table of Events chart (for the year you are referencing - 2016) as from the year
prior, so you would need to look at the events/cycles from the following year
(since you are looking for the cycles in effect after your birthday). *Note: if you
are referencing the cycle/vibrations effecting you before your birthday, in any
given year you would look at the cycles for the current year. If you are
referencing the cycle/vibrations effecting you after your birthday in any given
year, look to the year after (the year you are referencing). Every cycle will span 2
calendar years, from your birthday in one year to your birthday the next year.
Example of offset years for those born before July 1st
If you were born before July 1st, the offset calendar years require that you look to
the year previous for cycles/vibrations happening before your birthday during the
year, and you look at the current year for cycles/vibrations happening after your
birthday during the year.
Let's cover this in greater detail below and as we look at each table and how to
read them.
Your Personal Year, Pinnacle/Challenge Offset
There is one thing to keep in mind - which was done to enhance your reading of
the charts. This is the fact that, if you were born on July 1st or later during the
year - you will notice that all the cycles (Personal Year and Pinnacle/Challenge)
having an effect on you will be listed (in the tables) for the year before the actual
year. For example, if you were born in August, 1962, you and you are looking at
the year 2016. All of the cycle numbers indicated for 2016 will actually be the
numbers from the year prior (2015 in this example) - so that you know, for most
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of the year (2016 in this example), you will be under the cycle vibrations from the
previous year's cycles (2015) because the vibrational qualities of your previous
cycles (if you were born on, or after July 1) will actually be felt for more of the
2016 year, than the qualities of your current cycle.
Think about this for a minute and understand that, because TheDreamtime.com
is transitioning the 'feeling' of each new Personal Year coming in on your actual
birth date (instead of on January 1st) every year, that we had to make some
determination on how to split up how the cycles were displayed, when only one
cycle number is displayed for each year. The best way to do that, is to show you
the cycle number that was felt for a greater period of time during the year when it
is displayed. For those born on, or after July 1st every year, the majority of the
cycle number qualities you will feel, during the year being displayed, will be from
the previous year's cycle. This way, when you are looking at the energies for
2016 you will know that you likely felt that cycle energy for most of the year,
however, on your birthday that year, the cycle energy would change, and will
become the cycle numbers displayed for the following year's cycles (2017).
While this may be counter-intuitive at first, you will soon come to realize that this
is the best way to have the cycle numbers displayed for quick reference when the
cycle numbers had to have a calendar boundary, displayed, though the change
that could be at any time during the year, based on when your birthday occurs.
We followed through with this with all of the other cycles for the year - including
every cycle that appears in your Table of Events, and your Life Events Table.
Because the Magi Transition Overtones and Magi Transition Undertone cycles
start their cycles on your birthday, it was important that we displayed the correct
cycles that were in effect for the year for them too. With the Overtones this is
based on a birthday, on or after July 1st every year, with the Undertones another
type of shift had to be made to make sure the correct calendar based cycles
were displayed (for the year in question) which we discuss below.
Your Magi Transition Overtone and Undertones Offset
Your Magi Transition Overtone always comes in (changes) on your birthday
every year - . Keep in mind that the Magi Numbers displayed in your Table of
Events will be offset to show you the Magi Transition Overtone that was in effect
for the majority of the year for you. For the Magi Overtone, if you were born on
July 1st or later in the year, the Magi Overtone displayed for the year will be from
the year before. This is because with a birth date in the latter half of the year,
your Magi Transition Overtone from the previous year will be in effect for a longer
period of time, then the new Magi Transition Overtone that comes in on your
birthday.
With the Magi Undertones, you have three (4 month) cycles every year which
start on your birthday. Those cycles had to be adjusted to determine which
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cycles are displayed as occurring in the year in question. Since they start on
your birthday and run for 4 months, you can quickly see how much more
accurate the Tables are in showing the numbers for the correct cycles, based on
which cycles you are passing through - for the year being displayed.
What happens is that we shift the Magi Undertone cycles to show as accurately
as possible the three undertone cycles for every year. This way you will know
that the first Magi Undertone cycle displayed is generally from the first four
months of the year, though it could be only running for two months of the year,
instead of four, depending on when your birthday occurs throughout the year. In
this way, we are able to (as accurately as possible) display three Magi Undertone
cycles for your year. Note that each cycle always starts on your birth date, and
runs for 4 calendar months. For example, if your birth date was: June 19 then
your three Magi Undertone cycles (each of 4 months) would be:
Magi Undertone Cycle 1.) June 19 through October 19,
Magi Undertone Cycle 2.) October 19 through February 19,
Magi Undertone Cycle 3.) February 19 through June 19.
*Note how the cycles fall in-between a calendar year, which is why we have
adjusted the cycles to match your current year. In the example above, your Magi
Undertone Cycle 3 would appear as Magi Undertone Cycle 1 in the current year
for the year you are looking at in the Table of Events (since it is active from
February 19 of that year until June 19 of that year representing a difference of 50
days from January 1, which is shorter than the 70 days difference if Magi
Undertone Cycle 2 was used). Magi Undertone Cycle 1 for the current year
above would come from Magi Undertone Cycle 2 (running from June 19 October 19), and Magi Undertone Cycle 3 for the current year would come from
Magi Undertone Cycle 2 (running from October 19 - February 19).
The cutoff months that we use to move your Magi Undertone cycles (and the
Magi Undertone cycles) are as follows.
1.) birth month greater than October from previous year (November 1st on).
2.) birth month greater than June from previous year (July 1st on).
3.) birth month greater than February (March 1st on).
*Note, using our example above: a birth date of June 19 indicates that Cycle 3
from past year moves to Cycle 1 of current year. If the birth date was 12 days
later on July 1st, then Cycle 2 & Cycle 3 would move to the current year. The
only time that cycles are not offset/moved are if you were born in January and
February.
As you can see, it is only possible to have exact yearly Magi Undertone Cycles
matching up with their exact 4 month Calendar Cycles if you are born on January
1st, otherwise, the Magi Undertone Cycles are not exact 4 month calendar cycles
for the year they are displayed (in the Table of Events) and we have to make
adjustments to those Cycles (if you were born in any month that was not January
or February) to match them as closely as possible to the 4 month cycle period, to
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shift it, so that it is occurring in a 4 month calendar cycle that is as close as
possible to the 4 month calendar cycle in the calendar year.
For a more accurate and detailed description of your Magi Undertone cycles
(including interlocking descriptions with your Personal Year) a Forecast Plus
Numerology Bundle reading should be obtained for the year in question.
Table of Events Cycle Order
Life Plus presents all of the cycle numbers to you in a loosely defined order that
changes depending on which table you are looking at. This was done to make
some of the tables more pleasing to the eye and to help you focus on either a.)
details, or b.) overview. For example the Table of Events (first 4 tables of your
reading) presents your numbers to you in this order (reading from the top down:
First Name letter, Middle Name letter, Last Name letter, Essence, Soul
Essence, Personal Year, Challenge, Pinnacle, Astrological House Transit,
Magi Transition (overtones and undertones), Pyramid).
This was done to make the table easier to read and to allow you to focus on the
details. Notice that the table is also blocked off by the 9 year cycles of your
Personal Year which is indicated with a red line at your Personal Year 9 |
Personal Year 1 boundary for every 9 years. This should key you in to the
importance of your Personal Year, as it is the most important tone that all other
cycles, events and happenings occur within. The red line runs through every
cycle indicated on the page to help you remember that the Personal Year cycle is
the most influential cycle in your chart. Things will go much more smoothly if you
follow the Personal Years influence closely throughout your life and loosely stick
to what its current cycle is indicating.
Your Life Events Table Summary
The detailed Life Events Table (next, very large table) follows with this order,
from left-to-right, (Pinnacle, Personal Year, Astrological House Transit, Magi
Transition, Essence, Soul Essence, Pyramid). The Life Events Table is the
correct order for the overview of events (in your life) and if you are considering
the numbers having the greatest effect on you appearing first. The order (as it
reads left to right on the Life Events Table) is as follows:


Pinnacle/Challenge - the Pinnacle is the overall tone for an entire period
which lasts from 9 years to 36 years (during the first cycle) and up to 73
years (during the last cycle). Lookup the Pinnacle theme using the
Pinnacle Summary of Themes below.
Summary of Themes of Pinnacle Cycle
Pinnacle 1: Individuality, independence and originality developed
Pinnacle 2: Adaptability and cooperation must be learned
Pinnacle 3: Entertaining and expression of what has been learned
Pinnacle 4: Work, practicality, dependability are your primary focus
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Pinnacle 5: Change, uncertainty, opportunity, travel, freedom
Pinnacle 6: Responsibility and family life are your priorities
Pinnacle 7: Focus on your mental powers, learning, studying, alone
Pinnacle 8: Business and earning money and achievement
Pinnacle 9: Tolerance, love and service to others are your focus
Pinnacle 10: Leadership and inspiring others take priority
Pinnacle 11: Invention, inspiration and revelation, partnerships
Pinnacle 22: Management of others, direction, global service to others
For more detail on all of your Pinnacles (see your: Professional
Numerology Reading) *Note: the 2nd and 3rd Pinnacles/Challenges
always last 9 years (and begin/end on a Personal Year 1 cycle). The
Challenge indicates how you handle situations in the material world and
could be either positive or negative depending on the amount of personal
energy, for that number you have in your Inclusion Chart (see:
Professional Numerology Reading for your Inclusion Chart. For more
detail on all of your Challenges also see your Professional Numerology
Reading). Look up the primary theme for your Challenge for each period
using the Challenge Summary of Themes below.
Summary of Themes of Challenge Cycle
Challenge 0: Personal choice must be exercised, trust intuition
Challenge 1: Opposition from others, especially family, be unique
Challenge 2: Sensitivity of feelings and emotions affects you
Challenge 3: Your talents are being repressed, express yourself
Challenge 4: Too much detail in your work, lack of dependability
Challenge 5: Respect your personal freedom, stay focused
Challenge 6: Self opinion and self-righteousness control you
Challenge 7: Pride or egotistical issues get in your way
Challenge 8: Material affairs: money and power must be controlled


Personal Year - the controlling number for all the other cycles (runs in 9
year cycles). This is the main vibration that all specific happenings operate
within and the one primary influence in your life that repeats every 9 years,
though usually with a stronger force each cycle. Indicates directions and
personal areas (such as career, romance, business, etc) to let you know
what will work, or will not work during the period. Because the Personal
Year is the primary influence in each year of your life, we have clearly
indicated the repeating year of each 9 year cycle with a red line at every
Personal Year 9 | Personal Year 1 boundary. This red line will help you to
clearly see the boundaries of your personal 9 year cycle and can be used
as a quick glance 'reference' to where you are in each 9 year cycle as you
read the Table of Events for your life. This will be covered more in the
Personal Year section of this book.
Summary of Themes of 9 Year Personal Year Cycle
Personal Year 1: Initiation and new beginnings
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Personal Year 2: Cooperation, growth and development
Personal Year 3: Waiting, tending, social expression
Personal Year 4: Forming reality from goals, personal responsibilities
Personal Year 5: Sudden change and plans budding into reality
Personal Year 6: Revisions and adjustments based on responsibilities
Personal Year 7: Rest and spiritual seeking
Personal Year 8: Harvest the fruits of previous 7 years work.
Personal Year 9: Cleansing and clearing to prepare for the next cycle


Astrological House Transit - the primary single emphasis for the year
which runs in 12 year cycles. You may be able to influence some of the
aspects indicated here to offset them with your own personal wishes and
desires, as the Personal Year cycles and Astrological House Transit
cycles are independent of each other, though when they are 'locked'
together (Personal Year taken into account with the Astrological House
Transit), as is done in our Forecast Plus Numerology reading, the
complete picture emerges. For greater detail a Forecast Plus Numerology
reading should be obtained for the year in question.
Summary of Themes 12 Year Astrological House Transit Cycle
Astrological House 1: Personality, motivation, appearance
Astrological House 2: Self-worth, personal possessions
Astrological House 3: Communication, knowledge, environment
Astrological House 4: Home, family issues, parents
Astrological House 5: Pleasure, love affairs, risks
Astrological House 6: Work, health, service
Astrological House 7: Relationships, partnerships
Astrological House 8: Transformation, inheritance, sex
Astrological House 9: Beliefs, education
Astrological House 10: Career, responsibility
Astrological House 11: Community, social life, personal hopes
Astrological House 12: Self-worth, personal possessions



Magi Transition - a separate cycle that gives added insights into the
Personal Year. The Personal Year still controls and operates as the
secondary influence on the Magi Transition cycle. Specifics and
tendencies for the year in the areas of: home, health, romance, love,
career, work, job, family and relationships. Single Magi numbers deal with
characteristics and double (or compound numbers) deal with experiences.
This is why in each year you should cross-reference the double-digit Magi
numbers indicated in the Life Events Table (example: 24, 22, 30) with the
single digit numbers that appear in the Table of Events (example: 5-6, 5-4,
and 5-3). You will notice that the second number of the pair (the number
after the hyphen) of each is the single-digit reduced number listed in the
Life Events Table (24=6, 22=4, 30=3) this creates the second number of
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the pair that you see (5-6, 5-4, 5-3). Each pair represents a minor
undertone cycle that occurs during that year. The Magi undertones are
secondary influences on the primary Magi overtone for the year and their
influence is not as strong, though they will be felt. For a summary of
meanings for the Magi Transition Overtones/Undertones see the Magi
Transition section later in this book. For greater detail a Forecast Plus
Numerology reading should be obtained for the year in question.


Essence - specific happenings for the year which may sometimes be
intensified if they are in a Personal Year which is either the same number,
or a number in opposition to the Essence. These happenings on how your
year will unfold still operate within the context of your Personal Year
number. The Personal Year will hold the greatest influence on these
happenings and will color them to match the influence of the Personal
Year. I will cover this in greater detail in the Essence section of this book.



Soul Essence - specific emotional happenings for the year. As with the
Essence number (above), these also may be intensified if they are in a
Personal Year which is either the same number, or a number in opposition
to the Soul Essence. These happenings on how your year will unfold still
operate within the context of your Personal Year number. The Personal
Year will hold the greatest influence on these emotional happenings and
will color them to match the influence of the Personal Year. I will cover this
in greater detail in the Soul Essence section of this book.



Pyramid - An overall tone for the year that operates independently and
outside of the other cycles (in other words, the other cycles are not
influenced by the Pyramid nor is the Pyramid influenced by them). It may
be used for confirming the tone for the year or for verifying an area that
the events of the year will occur in: self, relationships, social, work, travel,
home, personal reflection, material things, service . This number does not
affect any other cycle and is not affected by any other cycle. Use it as a
confirmation tone for the year, for example, if this number matches any of
the other cycle numbers the tone for that year will be even more likely to
follow the tone for the cycle number it matches. Example: Personal Year is
6, if Pyramid is also 6 then family life is likely to be the primary area of
events for the year, you are more likely to marry or meet someone that
you eventually marry during that Personal Year cycle. This is, as long as
you are of marriage age, if not family life and responsibility is indicated.
More details can be found in the Pyramid section of this book.

The Life Events table first displays your age, and the year for each year that is
being interpreted, and follows that with the cycle numbers as indicated above.
Here is an example of one year:
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You will notice that the numbers read from left-to-right (after your age and the
year) in the order indicated above: Pinnacle, Personal Year, Astrological
House Transit, Magi Transition, Essence, Soul Essence, Pyramid.
This is repeated at the heading of every page for your entire Life Events Table.
This was done to make sure you have a reference point for what each number is
on the page. Over time, as you read the chart, you will eventually become
familiar with this order, and know what each set of numbers is referring to
quickly, and easily.
Here is the header that you will see at the top of each page, which you can
match up with the numbers indicated on the page below that appear for each
year of your life. The example above is from a specific year (age 42 in a life):

The abbreviated cycle names appear at the top, in the heading as follows:
Pinn=Pinnacle, Pyear=Personal Year, AstH=Astrological House, Magi=Magi
Transition, Ess=Essence, Soul=Soul Essence and Pyramid=Pyramid number
and interpretation.
Your Table of Events Summary
As indicated previously, the order of your Life Events table is different than the
order from your Table of Events (reading top-to-bottom). Your Table of Events
appears as the first four charts in your Life Plus reading. This was done to make
the Table of Events easier to read (with it's graphics and color-coded design) and
to allow you to focus on the details which appear first (from top-to-bottom) in the
Table of Events.
This was also done to help you key in on the color-codes and the letters in your
currently transitioning charted name which you will notice running across the top
(3rd row, after the Age and Year) of the chart - followed by the Essence and Soul
Essence which are also color-coded based on their vibration. I have done this to
help you 'pick out' specific yearly details in your life when certain areas may have
been more active than others based on their corresponding color, such as:
Relationships, Work, Finances/Business, Intense Change, Family Life, Social
Events & Parties, or Drama/Loss.
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Here is an example of the color-coded top of Table of Events (Excursion Chart):

Table of Events Color Coding
Now I will explain the colors that were used, and why each color was chosen and
their meaning in your chart. You will see that each color/number was defined to
try to match the tone, emotion and overall activity that may be indicated by the
corresponding number.

Number-Color
1 - Deep Red
2 - Yellow
3 - Pink
4 - Black
5 - Light Blue
6 - Light Red
7 - Purple
8 - Green
9 - Orange

Meaning

Intense change in any area: emotions, moves of home,
or career/job changes, etc. Originality. (deep red of
intensity and the physical root chakra)
Partnerships, being passive (agreeable), relationship
issues usually on an emotional level. (light yellow
indicating agreeability)
Social events, parties, sometimes indicates the birth of
children, or the birth of a new idea. (baby color)
Work and responsibility. Commitment to things in the
material world. (black and white)
Travel, sudden change, adventure. Someone with
personal charm, or someone that fits into any situation.
(light blue for fun/adventure)
Love, romance, family. Emotional issues revolving
around family life. (light red for love)
Intuition, spirituality, research. Indicating time alone,
introspection, or intense mental research. (purple for
intuition)
Business and finances. Organization and work take
priority. Material thinking. (green for material money)
Drama, loss, service to others. Money related to global
corporations. (orange for loss)

What you have is a color-code key as indicated above that was created with the
intent that as you look over the table the colors will come to have an 'associated'
meaning for you. This will help you to pick out 'hot spots' of activity, for example
the fast emotional 'changes' that the Deep Red - 1 indicates, or the lesser
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'emotions' of the drama and loss of a Orange - 9, with the other colors falling inbetween, with all of the colors eventually taking on meaning for you as you read
your Table of Events.
Your Table of Events Color-Coded Cycles
The Life Events table was described previously, and now we need to look at the
order of the cycles as they are read from top to bottom (instead of from left to
right as is done with the Life Events table). We did this to help you focus on the
details of each year (instead of the main vibration which is the Personal Year),
and to make this table more aesthetically pleasing. The Table of Events was also
prepared in this order to make it easier to read. In this table, the primary vibration
for each year is still the Personal Year, however in this table it is not displayed
first.
Why? Primarily because the Table of Events is presented in a way that helps you
find the details before looking at the most powerful vibration. This will allow you
to have two unique viewpoints of your events; one that is focused on the
overall/main vibration (the Life Events Table) and one that is focused on the
details of the events happening each year (the Table of Events).
In the Table of Events the order (read from top to bottom) is as follows which
appear immediately after the top header (which displays 1.) your age, and 2.) the
last 2 digits of the year, for each year that is interpreted below that yearly column:
First Name (letter in sequence for the year from your Excursion Chart), *Middle
Name (letter in sequence for the year from your Excursion Chart), **Middle
Name 2 (letter in sequence for the year from your Excursion Chart), Last Name
(letter in sequence for the year from your Excursion Chart), Essence (total of the
letters in your birth certificate name: first / last, first / middle / last, or first / middle
/ middle2 / last).and Soul Essence (total of the consonant letters in your birth
certificate name, the vowel letters in your birth certificate name, and the Personal
Year vibration you are under that year. Note that these letters will not be the same

letters that appear in the Excursion Chart letters directly above that year, because this
calculation requires a different sequence of letters: consonants, then vowels sequentially
for each category). *appears only if you have a middle name in your birth

certificate name. **only appears if you have 2 middle names in your birth
certificate name.

The Excursion Chart As Part of Your Table of Events
That is the order in the color-coded top half of the Table of Events, which is also
known as your 'Excursion Chart', as it sequences the letters of your name and
continuing for the entire 'Excursion' of your life. Also note that the Soul Essence
uses calculations that includes the Personal Year in its number. The Soul
Essence is followed by the Personal Year, the Pinnacle/Challenge and the
Astrological House Transit. The Essence and Soul Essence cover the details
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of your actions throughout the year, and the Magi Transition cover the detailed
areas of your life (where the events will take place). Finally the Pyramid numbers
operate independently and outside of all the other cycles and can provide a
confirmation tone for the year.
*Notice that this table is blocked off by the 9 year cycles of your Personal Year
which is indicated with a red line at your Personal Year 9 | Personal Year 1
boundary for every 9 years. This should key you in to the importance of your
Personal Year, as it is the most important tone that all other tones, events and
happenings occur within. The red line runs through every cycle indicated on the
page to help you remember that the Personal Year cycle is the most influential
cycle in your chart (and one that should be followed closely). Things will go much
more smoothly if you follow the Personal Years influence closely throughout your
life.
The detailed Table of Events follows this order, from top-to-bottom (First Name,
Middle Name, Middle Name2, Last Name, Essence, Soul Essence, Personal
Year, Challenge, Pinnacle, Astrological House Transit, Magi Transition,
Pyramid). The Table of Events Table presents the 'details' first, and you should
always keep in mind, that the correct order for the numbers having the greatest
effect on you appearing first will always start with the Personal Year/Challenge,
and that those two vibrations will have control over every other cycle in the chart
(except for the Pyramid Cycle which is a separate cycle on its own). The cycles
are explained below for each of the 'rows' in the Table of Events (reading from
top to bottom) as follows:


First Name (letter in sequence for the year from your Excursion Chart) from your Excursion Chart, read Excursion Chart for more information on
how this letter is determined. In summary the First Name always controls
the physical life, but it will react over the entire line
(physical/mental/emotional/spiritual) and for the entire year. See the
Excursion Chart section for more information. *Note: if you have 2 names
or 3 names on the birth certificate, then the First Name letter controls the
physical and mental aspects of the life.



*Middle Name (letter in sequence for year from your Excursion Chart) from your Excursion Chart, read Excursion Chart for more information on
how this letter is determined. In summary the Middle Name controls the
emotional life (or mental life if you have 4 names on the birth certificate). It
will react over the entire line (physical/mental/emotional/spiritual) and for
the entire year. See the Excursion Chart section for more information.
*appears only if you have a middle name in your birth certificate name.
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**Middle Name2 (letter sequence for year from your Excursion Chart) from your Excursion Chart, read Excursion Chart for more information on
how this letter is determined. In summary the Middle Name2 always
controls the emotional life, but it will react over the entire line
(physical/mental/emotional/spiritual) and for the entire year. See the
Excursion Chart section for more information.
**appears only if you have two middle names in your birth certificate
name, this one being the second middle name.



Last Name (letter in sequence for the year from your Excursion Chart) from your Excursion Chart, read Excursion Chart for more information on
how this letter is determined. In summary the Last Name always controls
the spiritual life, but it will react over the entire line
(physical/mental/emotional/spiritual) and for the entire year. See the
Excursion Chart section for more information.
*Note: if you have only 2 names in your birth certificate name count the
last name as the emotional/spiritual aspects of your life (with the First
Name being your mental/physical aspects) and also look at each letter
over the entire line (physical/mental/emotional/spiritual).



Essence - specific happenings for the year which may sometimes be
intensified if they are in a Personal Year which is either the same number,
or a number in opposition to the Essence. These happenings on how your
year will unfold still operate within the context of your Personal Year
number. The Personal Year will hold the greatest influence on these
happenings and will color them to match the influence of the Personal
Year. I will cover this in greater detail in the Excursion Chart Details
section of this book.



Soul Essence - specific emotional happenings for the year. As with the
Essence number (above), these also may be intensified if they are in a
Personal Year which is either the same number, or a number in opposition
to the Soul Essence. These happenings on how your year will unfold still
operate within the context of your Personal Year number. The Personal
Year will hold the greatest influence on these emotional happenings and
will color them to match the influence of the Personal Year. I will cover this
in greater detail in the Excursion Chart Details section of this book.



Personal Year - the controlling number for all the other cycles (runs in 9
year cycles). This is the main vibration that all specific happenings operate
within and the one primary influence in your life that repeats every 9 years,
though usually with a stronger force each cycle. Indicates directions and
personal areas (such as career, romance, business, etc) to let you know
what will work, or will not work during the period. Because the Personal
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Year is the primary influence in each year of your life, we have clearly
indicated the boundary of each repeating yearly 9 year cycle with a red
line at every Personal Year 9 | Personal Year 1 boundary. This red line
will help you to clearly see the boundaries of your personal 9 year cycle
and can be used as a quick glance 'reference' to where you are in each 9
year cycle as you read the Table of Events for your life. For example you
will often notice the following general themes and feelings.
Summary of Themes of 9 Year Personal Year Cycle
Personal Year 1: Initiation and new beginnings
Personal Year 2: Cooperation, growth and development
Personal Year 3: Waiting, tending, social expression
Personal Year 4: Forming reality from goals, personal responsibilities
Personal Year 5: Sudden change and plans budding into reality
Personal Year 6: Revisions and adjustments based on responsibilities
Personal Year 7: Rest and spiritual seeking
Personal Year 8: Harvest the fruits of previous 7 years work.
Personal Year 9: Cleansing and clearing to prepare for the next cycle
For greater detail a Forecast Plus Numerology reading should be obtained
for the year in question, as it includes several pages defining each
Personal Year including very specific instructions for each Personal Year.


Pinnacle/Challenge - the Pinnacle is the overall tone for an entire period
which lasts from 9 years to 36 years (during the first cycle) and up to 73
years (during the last cycle). Lookup the Pinnacle theme using the
Pinnacle Summary of Themes below.
Summary of Themes of Pinnacle Cycle
Pinnacle 1: Individuality, independence and originality developed
Pinnacle 2: Adaptability and cooperation must be learned
Pinnacle 3: Entertaining and expression of what has been learned
Pinnacle 4: Work, practicality, dependability are your primary focus
Pinnacle 5: Change, uncertainty, opportunity, travel, freedom
Pinnacle 6: Responsibility and family life are your priorities
Pinnacle 7: Focus on your mental powers, learning, studying, alone
Pinnacle 8: Business, organization, earning money and achievement
Pinnacle 9: Tolerance, love and service to others are your focus
Pinnacle 10: Leadership and inspiring others take priority
Pinnacle 11: Invention, inspiration and revelation, partnerships
Pinnacle 22: Management of others, direction, global service to others
For more detail on all of your Pinnacles (see your: Professional
Numerology Reading) *Note: the 2nd and 3rd Pinnacles/Challenges
always last 9 years (and begin/end on a Personal Year 1 cycle). The
Challenge indicates how you handle situations in the material world and
could be either positive or negative depending on the amount of personal
energy, for that number you have in your Inclusion Chart (see:
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Professional Numerology Reading for your Inclusion Chart. For more
detail on all of your Challenges also see your Professional Numerology
Reading). Look up the primary theme for your Challenge for each period
using the Challenge Summary of Themes below.
Summary of Themes of Challenge Cycle
Challenge 0: Personal choice must be exercised, trust intuition
Challenge 1: Opposition from others, especially family, be unique
Challenge 2: Sensitivity of feelings and emotions affects you
Challenge 3: Your talents are being repressed, express yourself
Challenge 4: Too much detail in your work, lack of dependability
Challenge 5: Respect your personal freedom, stay focused
Challenge 6: Self opinion and self-righteousness control you
Challenge 7: Pride or egotistical issues get in your way
Challenge 8: Material affairs: money and power must be controlled


Astrological House Transit - the primary single emphasis for the year
which runs in 12 year cycles. You may be able to influence some of the
aspects indicated here to offset them with your own personal wishes and
desires, as the Personal Year cycles and Astrological House Transit
cycles are independent of each other, though when they are 'locked'
together (Personal Year taken into account with the Astrological House
Transit), as is done in our Forecast Plus Numerology reading, the
complete picture emerges. For greater detail a Forecast Plus Numerology
reading should be obtained for the year in question.
Summary of Themes 12 Year Astrological House Transit Cycle
Astrological House 1: Personality, motivation, appearance
Astrological House 2: Self-worth, personal possessions
Astrological House 3: Communication, knowledge, environment
Astrological House 4: Home, family issues, parents
Astrological House 5: Pleasure, love affairs, risks
Astrological House 6: Work, health, service
Astrological House 7: Relationships, partnerships
Astrological House 8: Transformation, inheritance, sex
Astrological House 9: Beliefs, education
Astrological House 10: Career, responsibility
Astrological House 11: Community, social life, personal hopes
Astrological House 12: Self-worth, personal possessions



Magi Transition - a separate cycle that gives added insights into the
Personal Year. The Personal Year still controls and operates as the
secondary influence on the Magi Transition cycle. Specifics and
tendencies for the year in the areas of: home, health, romance, love,
career, work, job, family and relationships. Single Magi numbers deal with
characteristics and double (or compound numbers) deal with experiences.
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This is why in each year you should cross-reference the double-digit Magi
numbers indicated in the Life Events Table (example: 24, 22, 30) with the
single digit numbers that appear in the Table of Events (example: 5-6, 5-4,
and 5-3). You will notice that the second number of the pair (the number
after the hyphen) of each is the single-digit reduced number listed in the
Life Events Table (24=6, 22=4, 30=3) this creates the second number of
the pair that you see (5-6, 5-4, 5-3). Each pair represents a minor
undertone cycle that occurs during that year. The Magi undertones are
secondary influences on the primary Magi overtone for the year and their
influence is not as strong, though they will be felt. For a summary of
meanings for the Magi Transition Overtones/Undertones see the Magi
Transition section later in this book. For even greater detail a Forecast
Plus Reading should be obtained.


Pyramid - An overall tone for the year that operates independently and
outside of the other cycles (in other words, the other cycles are not
influenced by the Pyramid nor is the Pyramid influenced by them). It may
be used for confirming the tone for the year or for verifying an area that
the events of the year will occur in: self, relationships, social, work, travel,
home, personal reflection, material things, service . This number does not
affect any other cycle and is not affected by any other cycle. Use it as a
confirmation tone for the year, for example, if this number matches any of
the other cycle numbers the tone for that year will be even more likely to
follow the tone for the cycle number it matches. Example: Personal Year is
6, if Pyramid is also 6 then family life is likely to be the primary area of
events for the year, you are more likely to marry or meet someone that
you eventually marry during that Personal Year cycle. This is, as long as
you are of marriage age, if not family life and responsibility is indicated.
More details can be found in the Pyramid section of this book.

Excursion Chart Details
You may wonder what an Excursion Chart is, especially if you are not a
numerologist, and have not heard the term before. A typical Excursion Chart is
often created using one letter from each name in your birth certificate name (first,
middle, middle2, last) for each year, and for the vibrational length of that letter.
It may be easier to show you an example. Let's use the name:
Carol Ann Taliman as an example. A typical Excursion Chart would start with the
'C' of Carol, the 'A' of Ann and the 'T' of Taliman and list those under the year of
birth (as they are the transiting letters of the entire birth name starting at birth).
These letters indicate the letters that are in vibration for the first year of life. This
would look like the example below (which does not include any color-coding - as
every Excursion Chart created in the past was black/white without color-coding):
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What we have is one column for each year in the life of an individual, with the
corresponding transiting letters (first name, middle name, middle name2, last
name) for that year indicated, as shown below (for the first year of life for Carol
Ann Taliman example).
Example Birth Year (from Excursion Chart) for: Carol Ann Taliman (born
February 24, 1952)
Age
: B
Year
: 1952
First Name : C
Middle Name: A
Last Name : T
Essence
: 6
The numerological value of each letter is then added to calculate a numerical
essence (or total) for that year. In our example that would be C=3, A=1, T=2, and
the total would be 3 + 1 + 2 = 6 Essence for the year of birth (1952). The letters
are then laid out sequentially for the number of years that each letter vibrates for
until the number of letters laid out reaches the numerological value of itself, in
which case, the second letter is entered, and so on until the end of that name is
reached - which then leads to that name repeating.
To continue our example (for Carol Ann Taliman) would look like the following (if
we included 11 years of her life).
Example Excursion Chart for: Carol Ann Taliman (born February 24, 1952)
Age:
B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 8
9 10 11
Year :
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962
First Name:
C
C
C
A
R
R
R
R R
R
R
R
Middle Name: A
N
N
N
N
N
N
N N
N
N
A
Last Name:
T
T
A
L
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Essence:
6
10/1 9
9 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 23/5 19/1
Notice how much different TheDreamtime's Excursion Chart is with the colorcoded letters, and Essence as well as with the additional Soul Essence in the
chart. I think that over time you will quickly see how much more valuable it is to
have a color-coded and fully defined Table of Events (which also includes the
Pinnacle/Challenge, Astrological House Transit, Magi Transition and Pyramid
cycle number for each year.
One important thing to note (on the basic Excursion Chart example above) is
how the letters are continued next to each name, until that name has used all of
its letters. When that happens, the letters start over by returning to the first letter
of that name - this can be seen with the Middle Name ('Ann'); notice how the 'A'
appears once to start for the year 1952? This is because the numerological value
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of 'A' is 1, meaning that we only write a single 'A' and then we move on to the
second letter in the Middle Name which is the 'N'. The 'N' will run for a total of 5
years (from age 1 to age 5), when we move on to the next letter in the Middle
Name (another 'N') which will last 5 years total (from the age of 6 to the age of
10). At the age of 10, we have placed the last 'N' of the Middle Name: Ann, and
now we go back to the first letter of the Middle Name: 'A', for the 11th year of the
Excursion Chart.
For each letter, of each name, we extend that letter for the number of years that
letter has as its numerological value. A table of numerological values of the
letters appear below:
Numerological Value Chart (Number Chart)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
To find the value of any letter, look it up in the chart above, then look at the
number in the top of that column for that letter to find it's numerological value.
(for example, the letter 'X' has a numerological value of 6 and would be extended
for 6 years in the Excursion Chart). The letter 'X' in the Excursion Chart would
also indicate the vibration of 'X' on the line (first name=physical, middle
name=mental, middle2 name=emotional, last name=spiritual; for 3 names on
birth certificate, first name=physical, middle name=emotional/mental, last
name=spiritual; for 2 names on birth certificate, first name=physical/mental, last
name=emotional/spiritual).
For example, the vibration of the 'X' often indicates a crisis or change of thinking
that radically affects the area of life (for the line) it is on, if it were in the first
name, the crisis would be of a physical/mental nature and could indicate a
broken bone, accident, or mental breakdown that affects the physical (or mental)
body, if it is in the middle name (of 3 names total - meaning that this indicates
emotional), then it would indicate an emotional crisis such as a major emotional
breakup of some kind, if it is in the last name (of 3 names total - meaning spiritual
line), then it would be a spiritual crisis of some kind such as a change of religion
or religious outcast.
Another way to think of the length of time that each letter takes on each line is by
using the chart below, which is similar to the Numerological Value chart, but laid
out in a different way:
Value of Excursion Chart Letters (length of time):
A - J - S : indicate a 1 year period on the Excursion Chart (very fast events)
B - K - T : indicate a 2 year period on the Excursion Chart (fast events)
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C - L - U : a 3 year period on the Excursion Chart (medium fast events)
D - M - V : a 4 year period on the Excursion Chart (medium events)
E - N - W : a 5 year period on the Excursion Chart (medium events)
F - O - X : a 6 year period on the Excursion Chart (medium slow events)
G - P - Y : a 7 year period on the Excursion Chart (slow events)
H - Q - Z : a 8 year period on the Excursion Chart (slower events)
I- R
: a 9 year period on the Excursion Chart (very slow events)
Notice how the letters increase in value, and therefore spend longer time periods
on the Excursion Chart. As this happens the speed of the events that happen in
that area of your life slows down - or take longer to complete. As an example an
'A' (very fast) indicates very rapid changes, if it is in the first name (changes of
home, or financial/health issues), if in the middle name (unsettled emotional
changes) and if in the last name (sudden changes of religion/spirituality) and all
changes happen very quickly (within a one-year time period). While, slower timeperiod letters such as a H, Q or Z can take up to 8 years for the events to come
to completion and very slow time-period letters (I and R) can take up to 9 years
for the events of that time to complete.
The Excursion chart is laid out to look at each year in the life of someone, and
the influences of each letter of the names of the birth certificate (first, middle, 2nd
middle, last - or sir name). Notice that you may have either two (2), three (3), or
four (4) names in your birth certificate name, each representing a different aspect
of your life on the Excursion Chart, as follows:
First Name (Physical aspects, or Physical and Mental aspects)
1.) If you have four (4) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Joy Lynn Mica Albertson, the first name would represent the Physical aspects
of life.
2.) If you have three (3) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Julie Elaine Ballard, the first name would represent the Physical and Mental
aspects of the life.
3.) If you have only two (2) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Elijah Fowler, the first name would represent the Physical and Mental aspects
of life, though the letter should also be looked at across all aspects
(physical/mental/emotional/spiritual).
Middle Name (Mental aspects, or Emotional aspects)
1.) If you have four (4) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Joy Lynn Mica Albertson, the middle name would represent the Mental aspects
of life.
2.) If you have three (3) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Julie Elaine Ballard, the middle name would represent the Emotional aspects of
the life.
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3.) If you have only two (2) names in your birth certificate name, there would be
no middle name.
Middle Name2 or Second Middle Name (Emotional aspects only)
1.) If you have four (4) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Joy Lynn Mica Albertson, the second middle name would represent the
Emotional aspects of life.
2.) If you have three (3) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Julie Elaine Ballard, there would be no middle name2 or second middle name.
3.) If you have only two (2) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Elijah Fowler, there would be no middle name2 or second middle name.
Last Name (Spiritual aspects, or Emotional and Spiritual aspects)
1.) If you have four (4) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Joy Lynn Mica Albertson, the last name would represent the Spiritual aspects of
life.
2.) If you have three (3) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Julie Elaine Ballard, the last name would represent the Spiritual aspects of the
life.
3.) If you have only two (2) names in your birth certificate name (such as:
Elijah Fowler, the last name would represent the Emotional and Spiritual
aspects of life, though the letter should also be looked at across all aspects
(physical/mental/emotional/spiritual).
Regarding the individual letters on the Excursion Chart, each letter takes on a
meaning representative of the Numerological Value that it serves, the chart
below summarizes the 9 Numerological Values and their general meanings.
General Meaning of Excursion Chart Letters (based on Numerological Value):

A (1) : changes in emotional life, home life or health (introverted)
B (2): nervousness and unhappiness in home (extroverted)
C (3): creativity, intelligence, art and financial protection (extroverted)
D (4): health and emotional issues related to nerves (introverted)
E (5): insecurity and change, temporary things, travel (extroverted)
F (6): domestic problems, responsibility, awareness (extroverted)
G (7): secrets, moodiness, changes of emotion (introverted)
H (8): financial ups/downs, judgment (extroverted)
I (9): delays, accidents, emotional breakups (introverted)
J (10/1) : increased responsibility, break-ups, misunderstandings (introverted)
K (11/2): increase of emotional tension, spiritual changes (extroverted)
L (12/3): success, happiness, creative, carefree living (extroverted)
M (13/4): moves, travel, marriage, change of financial matters (introverted)
N (14/5): sudden changes and temporary relationships (extroverted)
O (15/6): emotional happiness, marriage, financial gains (extroverted)
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P (16/7): secret love affairs, spiritual wisdom (introverted)
Q (17/8): good health, power, authority, financial gain (extroverted)
R (18/9): Loss, sacrifice, emotional suffering, accidents and delays (introverted)
S (19/1): fast changes in all regards (moves, emotional) (introverted)
T (20/2): travel, moves of home, romance (extroverted)
U (21/3): emotional upset and loss, financial troubles (extroverted)
V (22/4): success, good health, friendships, relationships (introverted)
W (23/5): emotional troubles and deep change, up and down (extroverted)
X (24/6): health problems, bad relationship, secrecy (extroverted)
Y (25/7): crossroads of financial and emotional decisions (introverted)
Z (26/8): success and financial gain, material gain, egomaniac (extroverted)
*Note: these general meanings should be applied to the correct line (or name)
that it appears for. For example an 'A' in the first name implies good health, while
in the middle name implies good emotional life (or change of relationships), and
in the last name implies sudden spiritual changes.
For greater details, please see your Forecast Plus Numerology reading which
provides 40+ pages of details for each year in your life. Packages of 3, 5 and 10
years of Forecast Plus readings can also be purchased.
Essence and Soul Essence Values
Your Essence values and Soul Essence values are also color coded for the year,
and you can apply the basic meanings from the Table of Events Color Coding
chart. The Essence indicate specific overall life events and the Soul Essences
are indicating emotional events in particular. Read the meanings for the Essence
for the year in question by checking its single-digit value in the Color Coding
chart. The double-digit Essence values hold more detailed meanings which
there is not enough room to cover in this book. For a much more detailed
meaning of your Essence values please see your Forecast Plus Numerology
reading (for the year in question) which provides 40+ pages of details for each
year. Packages of 3, 5 and 10 years of Forecast Plus readings can also be
purchased.
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For Soul Essences read it's meaning for the single-digit value from the Color
Coding chart as well, but apply the word: 'emotional' to all aspects that are
indicated as these will be heavily influenced by strictly emotional events (either
bad, or good). The double-digit Essence values hold more detailed meanings
which there is not enough room to cover in this book. For a much more detailed
meaning of your Essence values please see your Forecast Plus Numerology
reading (for the year in question) which provides 40+ pages of details for each
year. Packages of 3, 5 and 10 years of Forecast Plus readings can also be
purchased.
Your Personal Year Number
Your Personal Year number is the most important number in your numerological
cycles. Every part of your year ahead will be colored by this number. Calculated
from your date of birth, this number covers details of your year ahead that runs
for your current Personal Year (starting on your birth date). Your Personal Year is
the controlling influence over all other cycles which will affect you. It holds the
greatest vibrational effect and a good, or bad personal year will color the details
(which other cycles may indicate) toward a good or bad aspect for the year.
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Think of your Personal Year number as a number that holds influence over your
entire year. Even though the Personal Year number operates from your birth date
until your birth date next year,
it’s strength wanes near the
end of your year (starting in the
3 months before your birth
date), and transitions slowly
over to the incoming Personal
Year number for next year over
the next three months (leading
up to your birth date). So, for
example, if you were born in
August, consider that May,
June and July would be a
transition period from one
Personal Year, to the next.
Remember that the Personal
Year holds strength over all
other numbers in your Life Plus
Numerology Reading. If your
Personal Year indicates it is
not a good time for Love, or
Finances, or any other part of
your life, then it is best to take
heed and wait for a better
personal year cycle to arrive. If
you do not, then the miscued
cycle will present new events
and changes that will affect
your decision. It is also best to corroborate the Excursion Chart (letters) and
Essence with the decision to make sure of a successful completion. Here is an
example:
Marriage and Personal Year 6 - A Case Study
Let's say you were in a 6 Personal Year (the absolute best year for marriage).
When you look at that year in your Table of Events, you also notice you are in a
Astrological House Transit 7 (another strong indication that marriage is
imminent). However, when you look at your Essence and Excursion Chart letters,
you find (Physical/Mental R (18/9), Emotional N (14/5), Spiritual D (4) = 9+5+4 =
18/9 Essence (emotional issues and loss). In this example, let's say that you did
marry during that Personal Year 6. It's very likely then, that all of the events
indicated will be true in that 1.) you did marry, and you were quite often happy
and considered it a happy marriage, and 2.) at some point in the future, the
marriage will fail and end because of a sequence of events indicated by the
Excursion Chart letters, and the Essence for the year you got married in. So,
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even all of the events indicated for that year in your Table of Events eventually
came to pass, though at some point in the future (which can often be determined
by the length of the letters cycles appearing in your Excursion Chart for that
Personal Year 6 that you were married in).
Now, let's take a different look at this situation and say that you did not get
married in your Personal Year 6 that year, but that you had met someone that
you enjoyed a passionate and loving relationship with during the end of that year.
The relationship lasted for many years, from the Personal Year 6 year when you
met (even if it was a few months past your birthday when the Personal Year 7
was coming into effect), until your Personal Year 1 (nearly 4 years later). In this
situation, let's say that you did choose to marry then, in your Personal Year 1,
and that the Essence for that year was 21/3 ruled by Physical/Mental R,
Emotional H, and Spiritual M. (Physical/Mental R (18/9), Emotional H (8),
Spiritual M (13/4) = 9+8+4 = 21/3 Essence (emotional nerves related to
relationships but still a good year). In this situation, you married and also had a
successful and happy marriage, it lasted for many years and it continues to this
day. It's not as likely to terminate, and there are no immediate events that
indicate that it will. The Personal Year for the 'partner' in this relationship was a
Personal Year 8. Can you guess how the relationship has gone from the
'partners' viewpoint? For them, the entire marriage and relationship has been
about financial issues and money (ups and downs). The financial issues of the
Personal Year 8 color and 'rule' the relationship from their viewpoint!
Do you see how valuable it is to look at past events and years in your life in
detail, to get an idea of what each Excursion Letter and Essence my indicate for
that time? This is why I have created Forecast Plus Bundles which let you
purchase 3, 5 or 10 years of Forecast Plus readings for any specific year in your
life (they do not need to be sequential). Using the Forecast Plus bundle - it is
very easy to see patterns of past relationships and events and how they may
have been affected by your Excursion Chart letters, Essence, Soul Essence,
Astrological House Transit, and Magi Transition.
Your Personal Year is very important, but also the Essence and Excursion Chart
enlarge on, distort or change the events of your Personal Year cycle in your
chart. When you get down to the details, the basic truth is presented with your
Personal Years. This truth is extended or negated by your Astrological House
Transit and enlarged on, changed or even distorted by your Magi Transition,
Excursion Chart (letters) and Essence/Soul Essence and validated by your
Pyramid numbers.
Once again keep in mind that the charts are never creating happiness /
unhappiness. They are not promising or destined to come true, That request your
free will to achieve. Only the aspects and the opportunities are presented, as raw
materials (if you will) which you can shape and construe to make into a life.
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The Personal Year operates in a cycle of 9, from 1 to 9, and then repeats itself
again until you pass from this lifetime. Depending on your calculation (based on
your date of birth, you may not start on the 1 Personal Year. Regardless of the
starting point, the cycle always continues and then repeats, so for example you
may have started on a 5 Personal Year. Your next Personal Year would be 6,
and this continues until you reach a 9 Personal Year and at that point, the
following Personal Year starts the cycle over again at 1. There may be a two-digit
Personal Year, but the most important calculation is reduced to a single number
indicating the overall vibration for the current calendar year.
When your Personal Year matches your Life Path number you will have reached
a destiny point indicating that it is one of the best times to work toward achieving
your true Life Purpose and goals during that year. This will happen for each
person every 9 years at the following ages: 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81, 90,
etc. A Dreamtime Life Purpose Numerology Reading and/or a Dreamtime
Professional Numerology Reading along with your Dreamtime Forecast Plus
Numerology Reading can help you understand the best methods and means for
expressing your true talents and your unique personality effectively.
Keep in mind that the text in this section of your reading is written in a present
tense to help you feel that you are in this cycle of your life and to experience the
effect that this number is having on you at this time. Also remember that the
influences and effects of this number will be felt in all areas of your reading,
giving a specific ‘feel’ to the year ahead. For example a 6 Personal Year could
attract love, relationships and domestic issues to you in all areas of your life,
while a 4 Personal Year would be more likely to attract hard work, responsibility
and a sense of dependability.
There is a definite time for all things to happen and the 9 Year Personal Year
cycle can help to provide an overall guide to how things may unfold. As a specific
format for the 9 years, the Personal Year 1 is always about initiating and
beginning new things. Personal Year 2 is growth and development, Personal
Year 3 is waiting for things to develop and reach fruition. Relationships (or new
children) may come up at this time, or the plans for them will be laid. Personal
Year 4 is a foundation time when new things start to make their presence known
(in the physical world) that were initiated in the previous 3 years though they are
still being developed. Personal Year 5 sees some of the ideas and plans come to
fruition, though changes may happen suddenly and often, as preparation for the
Personal Year 6 when a change of responsibility may force you to abandon or
update your plans. This all depends on how well you handled your personal
responsibility in the Personal Year 4 (2 years previous). The Personal Year 7 is
about revisions to the mental and spiritual aspects of your plans in preparation
for the Personal Year 8 when you harvest the fruits of the plans and goals that
you initiated in your Personal Year 1 or that changed in your Personal Year 5, or
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were revised in your Personal Year 6. Finally the Personal Year 9 is one of
cleansing and clearing yourself of the people and things which may no longer be
useful in the next coming 9 year cycle which begins again next year with the
Personal Year 1.

Another Personal Year 6 Case Study
Regarding the Personal Year influence again, let's look at another example. In
this example a young single woman age 30 to 31 is in her Astrological House
Transit 7 (as everyone else is). This transit is one that brings lots of relationships
into the life, and even presents opportunities for marriage. Let's say that during
this time this fictional young woman is proposed to and has a chance to marry.
It's an exciting time for her, and likely one that she will always treasure. However,
let's pay particular attention to how her Personal Year affects her marriage.
Supposing that she does marry in this year (Astrological House Transit - 7), she
will very likely notice the following effect(s) based on her own Personal Year:
Personal Year 1 - a successful and long-lasting marriage.
Personal Year 2 - a lasting marriage that is full of duality and arguments.
Personal Year 3 - the marriage may/may not last due to heavy negative
emotional issues.
Personal Year 4 - the marriage survive, though it is one that she feels she is
constantly working on.
Personal Year 5 - a success marriage, though one that is impermanent and will
likely end in 9 years time.
Personal Year 6 - often a guaranteed successful marriage will result.
Personal Year 7 - many negative aspects and alone-time are required by our
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bride. The marriage may/may not survive, and if it does, require that our bride
has considerable time alone.
Personal Year 8 - a marriage that commences under heavy financial issues (ups
and downs, or one of financial convenience for our bride) or a marriage that
requires constant attention to 'money' in the partnership.
Personal Year 9 - not likely to last very long, and if it does, it's likely it will end in
the Personal Year 3 for our bride causing her emotional problems that she feels
for a considerable time in her life.
This additional Personal Year case study should help you to understand the
importance that the personal year plays in affecting the entire life.
Summary of Themes of 9 Year Personal Year Cycle
A simple chart (below) summarizes the theme years in the 9 Year Cycle:
Personal Year 1: Initiation and new beginnings
Personal Year 2: Cooperation, growth and development
Personal Year 3: Waiting, tending, social expression
Personal Year 4: Forming reality from goals/plans, personal responsibilities
Personal Year 5: Sudden change and plans budding into reality
Personal Year 6: Revisions and adjustments based on responsibilities
Personal Year 7: Rest and spiritual seeking
Personal Year 8: Harvest the fruits of previous 7 years work, achievement.
Personal Year 9: Cleansing and clearing to prepare for the next cycle
One thing to keep in mind is that most major changes in your life will come in
either a 1, 5 or 9 Personal Year. The most difficult times (of hard work and effort)
occur in 4, 8 and 9 Personal Years. Large losses (of people, things or finances)
usually occur in 7, 8 or 9 Personal Years. The most emotional times occur in 7
and 9 Personal Years. Romantic love affairs show up most in 2, 5 and 6 Personal
Years (that could mean the actual marriage, if that means meeting the person).
Many people are not fully aware of this cycle and how valuable it is throughout
our lives, but if you track the cycle in your own life through past years, you will
notice that it is very accurate. Throughout this book I'll cover other ways to
discover your own ups and downs and hopefully give you a greater awareness of
how to make the most of all of your cycles to let them work harmoniously as you
work to reach your true Life Purpose (or Life Path) which should be your ultimate
goal.
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Your Astrological House Transit
This number is unique to the Life Plus Numerology reading. It is calculated from
your date of birth using your age. It will extend (or negate) your Personal Year
based on the year you are in on this cycle. Every person will go through the
specific Astrological House Cycle at the same age, so consider that when
reading through your interpretation. In other words everyone who is 30-31 years
of age will be going through an Astrological House Transit 7, as we have seen

before, representing relationships and possible marriages.
Your Astrological House Transit number is a very important effect of extending
(or negating) the view of your Personal Year. Every facet of your Personal Year
ahead will be from the viewpoint of this number, so for example if you are in an
Astrological House Transit 5 – the entire year (from your birthdate to the next) will
generally be about emotional love affair issues. If, on the other hand, you are in
an Astrological House Transit 7 instead, the entire year will be about family
relationship issues usually revolving around marriage and/or your own family and
relatives, or that of your spouse.
The Astrological House Transit operates on the cycle that is the same for every
person (when they are the same age as you). It covers a 12 year period, and
then starts again in reverse order. Your first Astrological House Transit will be 1,
then cycling back to 12, 11, 10, etc. back to 1, when it cycles to 12 again making
it a 12 year cycle. This number covers the overall shading of your year ahead
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that runs for the year operating from your date of birth one year, to your date of
birth next year (birthday to birthday). The cycle always continues in reverse and
then repeats when it reaches 12, so for example you may have be on a 5
Astrological House Transit this year. Your next Astrological House Transit would
be 4, and this continues until you reach a 1 Astrological House Transit and at that
point, the following Astrological House Transit starts the cycle over again at 12
and then descending again to 1. See the chart below to get a quick check on
your current Astrological House Transit. You can also look at the last time you
experienced this Astrological House Transit, in the past, or the next time you will,
in the future:
Astrological House Transit Chart (look up your age in the chart below, then follow
that column up to find the Astrological House Transit you are in this year. You
can also look at all the other ages in the column to find other ages that you will
be in the same Astrological House Transit.
Astrological House
Transit
Age

1
birth
12
24
36
48
60
72
84

12
1
13
25
37
49
61
73
85

11
2
14
26
38
50
62
74
86

10
3
15
27
39
51
63
75
87

9
4
16
28
40
52
64
76
88

8
5
17
29
41
53
65
77
89

7
6
18
30
42
54
66
78
90

6
7
19
31
43
55
67
79
91

5
8
20
32
44
56
68
80
92

4
9
21
33
45
57
69
81
93

3
10
22
34
46
58
70
82
94

2
11
23
35
47
59
71
83
95

Each year you pass through a different vibration, or energy, that reflects the
energy for everyone at that age. The Astrological House Transit cycle is a global
cycle that holds validity and accuracy. You may wonder, is it really possible that
everyone at the age of 54 is going through partnership and relationship issues?
The answer is yes, in some way relationships and partnership issues will arise for
everyone of that age – though the details of the area of life these issues occur in
will be indicated by other aspects in your chart: your Magi Transition number,
Personal Year Number, your Essence and your transiting letters in your
Excursion Chart for that year all have a subtle influence on how relationships and
partnerships will affect you during the year.
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Your Personal Year is the controlling influence over all the other cycles; however
the Astrological House Transit is a very important secondary number with
tremendous influence by extending
the overall tone of the year (or
negating it) toward specific
opportunities: career/job,
friends/relationships, family,
relationships, personal ambition, etc.
So, though your Astrological House
Transit may be 7: relationships and
partnerships, if your Personal Year is
4 then expect your job or work to be
involved in some way in the
relationship / partnership issues that
will come up at this time. If on the
other hand you were in a Personal
Year 6, it would be more likely that a
love relationship or romance would
be indicated. Remember that the
influences and effects of this number
will be felt in all areas of your
reading, giving a specific ‘feel’ to the
year ahead.
Remember that the Astrological
House Transit has nothing to do with
your own astrological sun sign (or
any astrological signs in your chart). It is instead the numerological interpretation
of a 12 year cycle that occurs for everyone and that is represented by you
passing through the 12 houses of the zodiac (or signs) as you age. The
Astrological Houses represent the feeling, or vibration of energy you will feel
during the year, and each has its own specific feeling associated with it, such as
one of family issues, relationships, career/work, etc. The Astrological House
Transit cycle operates on a 12 year cycle and it is not at all like the Personal
Year Cycle in that it does not follow a specific pattern representing your own
growth and change over time.
Because it does not operate on a fixed interlocking pattern (with your Personal
Year), it is not possible to know, or get an idea of how that energy will change
from one year to the next. But, it is possible to look at one year in the cycle and
see the general (overall) feeling or vibration that you can expect during the year.
That will be indicated in the chart below which shows you all of the general
feelings of the 12 year Astrological House Transit for each Transit number.
Following the chart we will go over all of the specific sections that are included for
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each Astrological House Transit and what they mean for you.
Summary of Themes 12 Year Astrological House Transit Cycle
Astrological House 1: Personality, motivation, appearance
Astrological House 2: Self-worth, personal possessions
Astrological House 3: Communication, knowledge, environment
Astrological House 4: Home, family issues, parents
Astrological House 5: Pleasure, love affairs, risks
Astrological House 6: Work, health, service
Astrological House 7: Relationships, partnerships
Astrological House 8: Transformation, inheritance, sex
Astrological House 9: Beliefs, education
Astrological House 10: Career, responsibility
Astrological House 11: Community, social life, personal hopes
Astrological House 12: Self-worth, personal possessions
Many people, including
numerologists, are not
aware of the
Astrological House
Transit cycle at all. I’ve
found it to be invaluable
in finding how it
extends (or negates)
the tone for the year
(which is set by your
Personal Year). This is
another cycle that you
can track in your own
life through past and
recent years. You may
also that it is accurate.
This is one more tool to
help you understand all
of your cycles and to
learn how they work
together in
synchronicity. If you
practice that regularly
you will achieve your
true Life Purpose (or
Life Path) much easier and that should be your ultimate goal.
Unless your birthday falls directly on January 1st, or very near to the new year
(such as December 21st to the end of the year, or up until January 11 th of the
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incoming year) then you will notice these energy/vibration changes occurring
near to your birthday as your Astrological House Transit changes on your
birthday. Keep in mind that unlike your Personal Year number which often has a
waxing/waning period of 3 months (around your birth day) as the new energy
comes in, the Astrological House Transit does not have this period, and instead
often indicates a major change, or shift of vibration on or within 2 weeks of your
birthday. Your Personal Year interlocking section (around the time of your
birthday, when the Personal Year makes its 2-3 month transition to your new
Personal Year) will indicate two very different energies for the year - one for the
time before the new Personal Year, and one immediately following to lock in to
your New Personal Year (*this appears in great detail in your Forecast Plus
Numerology reading).
If you think back over time, you may notice how very important decisions and
issues often arise for you very near your birthday. This is one of the reasons why.
*The Magi Transition number also operates in this manner, making even more
changes likely to occur within two weeks of your birthday (either before, or after).
Try to keep a journal, or look in your diary or past journals for important changes
that often occurred around your birthday. See if you can identify a few important
events for you which happened around your birthday.
Your Magi Transition Numbers
This number is also unique to the Forecast Plus Yearly Numerology reading. It
gives you even more details on what to expect for the year (in addition to the
Astrological House Transit), and it refines those details to very specific life
aspects in the major areas of: home, health, romance, love, career, work, job,
family and relationships. It enlarges, changes or distorts your Personal Year
number by choosing to operate in specific major 'life areas' as indicated above.
This creates events/opportunities in those areas of your life depending on the
interlock with your Personal Year. The cycle originated with the ancient Hebrew
and Chaldean civilizations and has been mostly lost over the years (as most
other numerologists do not even make use of this number).
The Magi Transition cycle operates from your birthday one year, to your birthday
the next year, just as your Astrological House Transit does. As with the
Astrological House Transit this indicates that there will a Personal Year
interlocking section (around the time of your birthday, when the Personal Year
makes its 2-3 month transition to your new Personal Year), one for the time
before the new Personal Year, and one immediately following to lock in to your
New Personal Year. These calculations and their interpretations have been found
to be extremely valuable in helping you understand the focus of the three major
periods throughout the year (one of these sub cycles is your Magi Undertones).
Each four month period starts on the date of your birthday and continues until the
following four month period, also ending on your birthday in that month. * IThis was
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discussed in an earlier section where the Magi Overtone Cycles were explained with how they
align to your calendar year as shown on your Table of Events.

Your Magi Transition number are extremely important and effective in also
enlarging, distorting or changing the tone to your current Personal Year (usually
by indicating a specific area that opportunities/events will occur in). Though they
operate on a completely different cycle then your Personal Year (and also
completely different then your Astrological House Transit). Every facet of your
Personal Year ahead will be from the viewpoint of this number (and the viewpoint
of the Astrological House Transit as well, both generally hold equal or nearly
equal importance), so for example if you are in an Magi Transition Number 6 –
the entire year will generally be about relationships and emotional issues
revolving around them. If, on the other hand, you are in an Astrological House
Transit 7 instead – the entire year will be about family issues revolving around
your own family and relatives, or that of your spouse. This is similar to the
Astrological House Transit, but it’s more detailed in the aspects that are
identified. The Magi Transition covers detailed aspects and characteristics while
the Astrological House Transit is broader in nature.
Summary of Themes Magi Transition Overtones Number Cycle
Magi Overtone 13: Drastic moves of home, A painful and difficult period
Magi Overtone 14: Domestic responsibilities, good finances, possible divorce or separation.
Magi Overtone 15: Excellent financial cycle. Both happiness and sorrow with emphasis on

love affairs, births and possible death of someone close.
Magi Overtone 16: Unhappy and prone to accidents. Bad for travel, Deception in business.
Magi Overtone 17: A lucky time, all financial and personal matters will be good.
Magi Overtone 18: Deception, lies, betrayal by those close you or in business. Bad for travel.
Magi Overtone 19: Strong love attractions, success, romance and honor.
Magi Overtone 20: A pleasant time of new contacts, new interests. Changes, opportunities.
Magi Overtone 21: A very successful time, Achieve anything you want during this time.
Magi Overtone 22: Personal affairs are changeable and temporary. Major decisions avoided.
Magi Overtone 23: Legal matters, long distance travel, Many changes come about.
Magi Overtone 24: Family and love life picks up. Possible health issues for someone close.
Magi Overtone 25: Minor annoyances in all regards. Health issues.
Magi Overtone 26: Promotion or increased income, investments fail, avoid partnerships..
Magi Overtone 27: Brutal lies and deception by someone close to you. Travel is bad.
Magi Overtone 28: Deep competition in all areas of life. Broken trust in others.
Magi Overtone 29: Deception in personal and business matters. Imagination is high.
Magi Overtone 30: Great for mental pursuits: education, publishing.
Magi Overtone 31: Finances suffer. Loneliness throughout life.
Magi Overtone 32: Personal matters go well. Decisions should be weighed heavily.
Magi Overtone 33: Family and home life is the primary focus. Happy and joyful times.
Magi Overtone 34: Secrets, mystical things, delays/setbacks, be patient. Minor health issue.
Magi Overtone 35: Good financial times, investments and savings. Possible inheritance.
Magi Overtone 36: Authority and power rule. Watch legal issues/contracts.Start nothing new.
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Magi Overtone 37: Good luck in relationships, joyous and good times.
Magi Overtone 38: Difficult time, relationship issues, past karma.
This number is calculated from your date of birth combined with your birth year
digit, as well as your age at the current time. The undertones also use the Tarot
key number for your birth date. The Magi Transition operates on a general 9 year
cycle, though sometimes the Magi Transition number jumps up, or down an
octave, so for example you may notice a Magi Transition number of 23 during
one year, and a Magi Transition number of 32 showing up 9 years later. While
the final (fadic) digit is 5, and the energy/vibration of that time will be similar,
these two numbers hold very different interpretations. An example Magi
Transition cycle may go something like this: 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27… etc. Notice how the 18/9 was a basic 9 Magi Transition number, which
changed to its octave 27/9 nine years later. The cycle then usually continues on:
28, 29, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and then repeats.
This cycle runs completely separate from the Personal Year, but also interlocks
with it. So, you may find that even though the Personal Year does not indicate a
good time for marriage, the Magi Transition number will see that a marriage
possibility presents itself. From here on, it is your destiny that allows you to
choose which path you will take. If the Personal Year indications, or Astrological
House Transit are indicating a bad time for marriage, the marriage may
commence immediately (as indicated by the Magi Transition), but may in the
future end as indicated by the other aspects. Either way, you can see that the
Magi Transition is very important number in determining how things may
commence within the Personal Year (and Astrological House Transit) broader
cycles.
Summary of Themes Magi Undertones Single-Digit Number Cycles
Magi Undertone 1: Self, individual focus
Magi Undertone 2: Partnerships, relationships are in focus.
Magi Undertone 3: Joy and social energy
Magi Undertone 4: Work and dependability are the primary focus
Magi Undertone 5: Change, travel, and legal matters
Magi Undertone 6: Home, family life and love
Magi Undertone 7: Accidents, health, travel
Magi Undertone 8: Finances, career and business period
Magi Undertone 9: Others cause much loss and change. Health issues
The single-digit Magi Undertone Cycles appear beneath your Magi Overtone for
the year. Look up their vibration above. Combine the two numbers which appear,
such as (7-8, 2-3, or 9-8) to get the overall meaning for the 4 month Undertone
cycle that is indicated. Much more detail on these cycles can be found in your
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Forecast Plus Numerology reading (for the year in question) which provides 40+
pages of details for each year. Packages of 3, 5 and 10 years of Forecast Plus
readings can also be purchased.
You must still think of your Personal Year number as a number that holds
influence you’re your entire year. If your Personal Year indicates it is not a good
time for Love, or Finances, or any other part of your life, then take heed and wait
for a better personal year cycle to arrive, if you can. Or, you may find that you are
going against your true nature. Either way, the destiny / results of your decisions
will still be indicated.
Many professional numerologists are not even aware of the Magi Transition
cycle. Similar to the Astrological House Transit I’ve found it to be an invaluable
guide to finding overall (characteristics), and details (specifics) for the year. As
with the other cycles (Personal Year, and Astrological House Transit), this is
another cycle that you can track in your own life through past and recent years to
look for, and find patterns of similar events throughout your life. As with the
others, this is yet another tool to help you understand your cycles and to learn
how they work together. If you practice that regularly you will achieve your true
Life Purpose (or Life Path) easier and that should be your ultimate and true goal.

Unless your birthday falls directly on January 1 st, or very near to the new year
(such as December 21st to the end of the year, or up until January 11th of the
incoming year) then you will notice these energy/vibration changes occurring
near to your birthday as your Magi Overtone changes on your birthday. Keep in
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mind that unlike your Personal Year number (which also changes on your birth
day, but which often has a waxing/waning period of 3 months as the new energy
comes in), the Magi Overtone does not have this period (though it may have a 2
month lead up time, it is often only very active for a 2 week period immediately
surrounding your
birthday). Often a
major change or shift
of vibration occurs on
or within 2 weeks of
your birthday. If you
think back over time,
you may notice how
very important
decisions and issues
often arise for you
very near your
birthday – or certainly
within the two month
lead up time to your
birthday every year.
This is why you may notice a different feeling occurring near your birthday every
year. *The Astrological House Transit number also operates in this manner,
making even more changes likely to occur within two weeks of your birthday
(either before, or after). Try to keep a journal, or look in your diary or past
journals for important changes that often occurred around your birthday. See if
you can identify a few important events for you which happened around your
birthday.
Your Current Essence and Excursion Letters

These numbers will give you great detail on how your year will unfold in the
context of your Personal Year number. They are very valuable numbers to know.
The Essence number is a total of the three Excursion Letters. The Excursion is
created by assigning the numerological values for each letter of your name and
the letters operate for that number of years over your lifetime. The name listed on
the birth certificate is used and the first name indicates the physical/mental
vibration for the year, the middle name indicates the emotional vibration for the
year and the last name the spiritual vibration for the year. The excursion would
continue from here for up to 120 years.
Refer to the sections below which cover the details of the transit letters for you in
each area.
Physical/Mental/Emotional/Spiritual Transit Letter:

Because each of the letters that are transiting for you at this time will have their
effects felt for the same number of years as the vibration, you will notice it will
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also indicate which year you are in, in the cycle for that letter. As an example if
you have a ‘R’ in your name which has a vibration of 9, and therefore lasts for 9
years, you may be in any year of the cycle, from the 1st year through to the 9th
year (depending on the letter that is transiting). This is indicated (in your Forecast
Plus reading), but in the Life Plus reading you can determine which year in the
cycle you are transiting by counting from the beginning of when the letter first
appears. So, for example if you are looking at a transiting R, you can count back
to when the 'R' first appeared for that name, in the Excursion Chart section (on
your Table of Events table) and see, for example if you are in the 8th year, out of
9, as there would only be one more 'R' in that name to transit - which would
appear for the next year for that name, and then change over to the next
transiting letter (for that name).
Read through the interpretations of each of your transiting letters (indicated
above in the section: General Meaning of Excursion Chart Letters (based on
Numerological Value) to get a better idea of each area of detail for your Personal
Year. Try to keep in mind that each letter indicates a specific area, either
Physical/Mental, Emotional or Spiritual and the effect that it will have on your life
in that area. If the interpretation is discussing emotional issues, and the letter is
a Physical/Mental transit then the interpretation of the emotional issues should be
applied more to the Physical/Mental areas of your life, etc.
Go through each letter and take a personal inventory of how you may be affected
for the entire year based on the transiting letters in your name at this time. Look
at how the transits may change, or stay the same when you reach your next
birthday (and the year changes to the next year on your Table of Events). See
how this may affect you at that time. Record your impressions and feelings in a
journal if you like to help you remember and take action on any specific
information you find here.
An outline of the importance of each of these numbers is below
Pinnacle/Challenge (overtone for an entire cycle, lasts from 9 to 70 years)
Personal Year Number (overtone for the year)
Astrological House Transit (for the year)
Magi Transition (overtone for year)
Essence Number (single digit details for the year)
Soul Essence Number (emotional details for the year)
Magi Transition (undertones for year. expression/characteristics)
*Personal Transit Number (nuances/details of Essence Number)
*Personal Soul Transit Number (nuances of Essence Number
Four Month Cycle Number (overtone for the 4 month period)
Monthly Cycle Number (details for the month)
**Pyramid (number line, and cycle number)
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* The Essence number and Soul Essence numbers are single-digit/reduced
numbers, while the Personal Transit Number and Personal Soul Transit Numbers
are double-digit numbers , before being reduced.
** The Pyramid number is an independent cycle, not part of the other cycles.
The cycles on the outer edges will color those cycles that are indicated as being
inside of the outer cycle (for example the Personal Year number holds the
highest overtone, or vibration for the entire year, followed by the Astrological
House Transit, Magi Transition, Essence Number and the Four Month Cycle
Number, etc). Note that the Pyramid numbers appear outside of the other cycles
as they are a completely unique and separate cycle that does not operate within,
or is not controlled by any of the other cycles.
Your Pyramid Cycle (Kabbalah)
It's now time to discuss your Pyramid Cycle, also known as a Kabbalah for
interpreting the cycle(s) revolving around your birth certificate name. This
technique is known to be extremely accurate, and I have verified that the
Pyramid Cycle 6 is extremely accurate in predicting possible marriages for the

year, even though this cycle operates completely outside of the other cycles and
it is not influenced by them. This means that the Pyramid Cycle can be used
independently for forecasting your personal vibration for any year, or yearly
sequence of numbers (the number line associated with that year). It can also be
used to validate (or check) what the other cycles are showing. If the other cycles
may be indicating a marriage, if the Pyramid cycle confirms it, because it is also a
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'6' for the year, then it is very likely that a marriage will occur during that year for
you.
The Pyramid is calculated by starting with the first 11 letters of your birth
certificate name. If you do not have 11 letters in your full name, the letters from
the beginning of your first name are added on to get to the full 11 letters required
to setup and calculate the pyramid. As you can see by your own pyramid, these
11 letters are written at the top, immediately below the yearly cycles. The yearly
cycles indicate very specific 4 1/2 year cycles which start at Birth (0) and
continue through to age 99.
The yearly cycles indicate an age in your life, and if you read them in order (and
as inverted triangles), from lower to higher ages, you will notice that they help
you to determine which line (either down to the right, or down to the left) should
be read to create the sequential 'number line' for that age range. For example, if
you look at 36 to 40 1/2 you will notice these two numbers are read from a
top/left position to a bottom position (of an inverted triangle) simulating how to
read (or pull out) the number line for this age sequence, which would start with
the '4' underneath the 'D', and would read down and to the right as:
4=>4=>7=>6=>5=>1=>6.
The Pyramid Events Table and the Number Line
Each number line represents a 3 1/2 year lead time to the minor triangles (which
indicate the last 1 year of the 4 1/2 year period. In this example the number line
is seen as representing the ages from 36 to 39 1/2 (but also it can be viewed as
an overall tone-setter for the entire period: 36 to 40 1/2). The final year then
being represented by the Minor Triangles (so from age 39 1/2 to age 40 1/2).
Following our example of Benedict Cumberbatch, and considering the age 36 to
40 1/2, you can find in his Pyramid Events Table that the ages 36 to 40 1/2 show
the number line at the top, followed by each individual year following that year, so
in this case starting at 2013 (since Benedict was born on July 19, 1976), he will
be 36 years of age in July of 2012 (we round up to make sure he is fully feeling
that energy to the year 2013, and that is the first year indicated below his number
line for the period (ages: 36 to 40 1/2) - at the far left, we are also told the 'letter'
that holds the tone for this period (which is 'D'). We then are shown successive
years from 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 indicating his ages from 37 years old
(2013), 38 years old (2014), 39 years old (2015) and finally 40 years old in
(2016). The number lines indicate the 'summary' of the numbers (cycle values)
which occur during each year. The final year of this cycle (2016) is also indicated
to the right, under Minor Triangles. This is because the Minor triangles indicate
the life events that will happen during the last year of this cycle (so 39 1/2
through 40 1/2 years of age, which would be January 2016 through December
2016 (throughout the entire year of 2016). Each of the minor triangles indicate
the events of the life occurring for that 1 year period, and can be read in
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sequential order, from the top down. Note: see the section below on Minor
Triangles for more information.
Refer to the example chart below which has been highlighted with red arrows
and text to show you how the inverted triangles of the header (which show your
ages) can be used to help you remember how to read your Number Line for the
age range 36 to 40 1/2 years old.
Example showing how to read the number line for 36 to 40 1/2 years old
(4=>4=>7=>6=>5=>1=>6):

If you wanted to pull out the number line for the age sequence from 49 1/2 to 54,
these two numbers are read from a bottom position (of an inverted triangle) to a
top/right position of the triangle. This implies that you would read this number line
starting at the '9' underneath the 'I' in the top/middle of the chart and you would
read down and to the left as: 9=>4=>4=>5=>8=>3. Here is an example showing
how the header indicates an inverted triangle to help you remember the direction
to read the number line from (always starting from younger age of the sequence).
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In this example we want to read from 49 1/2 to 54, so we locate the age 49 1/2
and then follow down from that age to the 'I', and the '9' below it. This is the
starting point for the number line we will read. Note, if you try to locate an age by
following down in this way, and there is no letter, or number underneath that age,
you will know that this age is the 'end year' of a cycle, or a 'beginning year' of a
cycle, for example the chart below shows pulling out the number line for the age
range 49 1/2 to 54 years old:

Below is the header from an example Pyramid Chart:

You will notice that underneath the first row of letters (with blue background and
the underline) are the values indicated for each letter (from our standard
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Numerological Value chart which appeared above in the section: Numerological
Value Chart (Number Chart).
Below is an example Pyramid from Benedict Cumberbatch's Pyramid:

You will notice that below this first row of 11 letters and their corresponding
numerological value numbers, is a row of 10 numbers (one less than the first
row). This row is the calculated total of the numbers in the row above, so for
instance underneath the first two numbers 2 5, we have 7, which is 2+5. These
calculations are part of what makes the Pyramid so useful as they are carried out
for your entire Pyramid until the bottom is reached
The very last number (8 in this example on the previous page) can be used to get
a 'overall tone' for the entire life which is summarized in the table below:
Number Meanings For Bottom Pyramid Number:
1 - Alone, independence, recognition.
2 - Partnerships (business or marriage), victim of circumstances, inspiring (11).
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3 - Social life, pleasure, personal gain, indecision.
4 - Hard work, grinding, public office (22).
5 - Many changes, travel, restlessness.
6 - Family, responsibility, home life, love, marriage.
7 - Analytical, skeptical, student of life, spiritual, critical.
8 - Money, ruptures, delays, expanded business, discord.
9 - Completions, losses, emotions, foreign travel, big business.
Pyramid Events Chart
The number lines for a specific year are sequentially displayed down to the right
of the Pyramid for 0 to 4 1/2 years old (2=>7=>8=>1=>4=>3=>9=>3=>7=>8=>8,
or 9 to 13 1/2 years old (5=>1=>2=>3=>8=>6=>3=>4=>1=>9), and down to the
left of the Pyramid for 4 1/2 to 9 years old (2), or 13 1/2 to 18 years old (5=>7).
This can be continued for each set of 4 1/2 year periods until the age of 99 years
old. This creates an entire calculated Pyramid Chart that will progress from birth
(0) to 99 years old and can be calculated for any name. There are also other
cycles indicated in the table as discussed below.
Pyramid Events Table
The Pyramid Events table indicates the Letter of your name holding the cycle
vibration for the period (based on the letter in the header), the Age (in years), the
Number Line for the entire period, and split up for each year of the cycle (below
the line), and the Minor Triangles for each of the 4 1/2 year cycles from birth (0)
to 99 years of age.
The header is shown below which appears at the top of each page to help you in
reading the chart from top to bottom:
Letter
This is the letter that is holding the general tone of the 4 year period that is
indicated and can be found at the top of the Pyramid. Each of the 11 letters holds
the vibration/cycle for 9 years total, thus making the entire chart 99 years. This
letter can be looked up using the (section: General Meaning of Excursion Chart
Letters (based on Numerological Value) which appears on page 19. This will give
you a general tone for the period as indicated, and can be thought of as a ruling
vibration for that period, as you would think of the Personal Year being the ruling
vibration for the year in the Table of Events chart.
Age
The Age header indicates the 4 1/2 year period that is being displayed.
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Number Line
The Number line is pulled out from the Pyramid as indicated above and can
easily be determined for each 4 1/2 year period by following the direction that the
triangle at the top of the chart indicates (either down and to the right, as in 0 to 4
1/2, etc, or down and to the left, as indicated by 13 1/2 to 18, etc). The number
line holds particular control for the last year of the entire cycle, so if we are
looking at birth to 4 1/2 years old, it would be particularly from 3 1/2 to 4 1/2
years of age, though the entire Number Line should also be applied for the entire
4 1/2 year period, which then gives us specific numbers for each year in the 4 1/2
year cycle for each cycle. If there are multiple values for each year, as is the
case with 0 to 4 1/2 with its 11 numbers, then multiple numbers will appear for
each year along with the 4 digit year that is being indicated, for example: 1976.
These numbers will follow the standard Numerology definitions for each value,
you can use the Pyramid Numerology meaning chart indicated below.
Pyramid Numerology Meanings
1 - Self, alone, originality
2 - Partnership and relationships (both personal and business)
3 - Family, social life
4 - Work, limitation, hardness
5 - Travel and change
6 - Marriage and home life
7 - travel, intuition and spirituality
8 - Delays, money, business, discord and break-ups
9 - Loss, emotions, travel, foreign culture, drama, big business money
A one to three word summary of each number is displayed next to each number
that appears with each year (in the life) from birth to 99 years of age.
Minor Triangles
The Minor Triangles are displayed below the year in which they appear for any
year that has them in the Pyramid display. These can be found by locating the
the age for that year in the header of the Pyramid. Then find the inverted
triangle(s) that exist below that age. See an example of them on page 49.
In our first example which was indicating the Minor Triangles for the age 36 to 40
1/2 years of age (which concludes at the age of 40 1/2 - the year 2016), each
Minor Triangle can be looked at and interpreted by looking at the top-left (as the
Cornerstone of the event), the top right of the triangle (as the Key of the event),
and the bottom of the triangle (as the Capstone of the events) and finally the
number to the right of the bottom of the inverted triangle (as the Outcome of the
event). The Minor Triangles are indicated in the Pyramid Events Table, and they
are drawn in the exact way the appear in the chart - in this example, the first
Minor Triangle for the year 2016 - for the age 39 1/2 to 40 1/2 is (9->4->4 with an
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outcome of (7)). This will be how all of your Minor Triangles will be indicated as
well, so you can look up each 4 1/2 year conclusion of a cycle (as a 1 year period
that is indicated by the calendar year under the Minor Triangles section in your
Pyramid Events Table (in this example 2016 is indicated) and four Minor
Triangles are displayed, along with the Outcomes of each of those 4 Triangles
with interpretive text.
You can view your own Minor Triangles to reveal even more about the events
expected throughout that year of your life, by interpreting the Minor Triangle
(Cornerstone, Key, Capstone and Outcome). The Minor Triangle Values are
displayed inverted as they can be seen in the inverted full Pyramid. They appear
as inverted triangles, the left/top being Cornerstone, the right/top being the Key
and bottom of the inverted triangle as the Capstone. They appear as follows:
----------------------------------- Minor Triangles (Inverted) --------------------------------Cornerstone --------------- Key
\
/
Capstone
(Outcome)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Their meaning can be summarized as follows:
Cornerstone: The base on which the event will be built.
Key: The manner in which the event unfolds.
Capstone: The end results of the event.
Outcome: The final concluding end of the event.
In the previous example shown above, for example, the triangle for 1985 can be
found by locating the age (9 years old), which we can calculate as the year 1985,
and then looking directly underneath that number at the pyramid numbers that
appear there. You will notice the triangle 2->5->7 appearing there
(2=Cornerstone, 5=Key, 7=Capstone, 1=Outcome), underneath the letters B and
E of the name. The outcome of the triangle (the number appearing in the
parentheses, 1 in this example) can be found by looking to the right of the bottom
number of the triangle (next to the 7, is a '1'). Some triangles may not have a
number next to the bottom number, in which case we take the bottom number to
be the outcome for that triangle/period.
The outcome indicates the final outcome of the events that will occur (at that
age), in this example 9 years of age. The meanings can be interpreted using the
Pyramid Numerology Meanings indicated above. In this example it would indicate
that there is a partnership (2, likely the mother/father) which endures travel and
change (5), to accommodate the spiritual life of one of the partners, the outcome
is the person in this Pyramid chart being left alone, or having to find resolution to
life during this period by becoming comfortable with the personal self, being
alone and their originality carrying them through this period.
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As you look toward the middle of the pyramid, you will notice that these age
periods have more minor triangles, with the middle age (49 1/2) having the most
minor triangles (5 total). Using the Example Pyramid for Benedict Cumberbatch
you can see that the 5 minor triangles for the age 49 1/2 are: 4->3->7, 2->6->8,
6->4->1, 4->6->1, and 8->9->8.
Below is a chart indicating the minor triangles for the age 49 1/2 (so for the year
48 1/2 through 49 1/2, as well as for the entire 9 year period (45-54 years of age)
for Benedict Cumberbatch:

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
When you combine the powerful (and separate) Pyramid cycle with all the other
cycles that are presented to you in your Life Plus numerology reading, you have
everything you need to get a handle on your karmic indicators for your life. With
all of these cycles presented to you, where should you start, and how should you
pull them all together to better grasp their meaning? I recommend that you first
gather the information presented to you in your Life Plus numerology reading by
starting to look at your 'yesterday', as that will present to you the foundations of
your life and the starting points that set in motion all other areas of your chart.
The early years of your life are the formative years for your life to come. Only by
fully understanding yesterday can you fully understand the present and what may
lie ahead for you tomorrow. I recommend that you understand your past to help
you deal with the present and ultimately prepare for your future.
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You have all the tools to do that now. This Life Plus Numerology reading is the
culmination of over 20 years of my professional numerology practice. I've
gathered knowledge and techniques, and put them to use over the years, but
only in the last year or so, have I had everything I need (the knowledge, skills
and ability) to develop the Life Plus numerology reading. While the full details of
each year is fully contained in this reading, there are other, more subtle
influences that may affect these events of your life. For studying your yesterday,
it is recommended that you first look at and understand the talents, qualities and
skills that make you unique as they are defined by your numbers. These are
indicated in your Professional Numerology reading, and in your Life Purpose
Numerology reading.
Once you have mastered that, you can apply what you find their to your today
(present) by studying your Personal Months and details of your Pinnacles and
Challenges indicated in your Professional Numerology reading, and your detailed
Personal Trimesters (4 month periods) and Personal Months, Essence, Soul
Essence, Magi Transition and Astrological House Transit presented in your
Forecast Plus Numerology reading. This should give you a full understanding of
your yesterday, and today.
Now, you can consider understanding your tomorrow with the tools included in
your Life Plus Numerology reading. You have the Pinnacles and all the cycles
presented to you for every year of your life through 120 years of age. When you
combine these cycles with your Table of Events (Excursion Chart or Letters of
Transit) and you can progress your life through each year, you will find that you
will easily be able to identify events, occurrences, influences and opportunities
that lie ahead for you. For a more detailed look (covering over 40 pages per year)
at each of the cycles in any particular year you should obtain a Forecast Plus
Numerology reading for the year in question. I have made it easy for you to
purchase multiple years for a discounted price with our Forecast Plus
Numerology bundled readings which lets you purchase 3, 5 or 10 years at a time
for your study (the years do not have to be sequential, so you could consider
looking at a few key years of your life - in childhood (yesterday), in your present
life through the last 5 years (today), and what may be ahead for you (tomorrow).
Identifying Dualities
While looking at your Life Plus Numerology reading, there is one very helpful key
that you can use to identify times that were especially crucial (that had a great
impact on you in some way), and that is to look for dualities. A duality is when
your Personal Year matches your Essence (or Soul Essence) for that year, so for
example if you were in a Personal Year 3, and your Essence is also a 3 that year
a duality exists. Each duality causes problems in some way related to the
number, as it has double the energy during that year, which amplifies and
increases it's vibration (and its impact) on your life. A summary of dualities and
their potential effect is shown in the chart below. You can also identify dualities
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between the transiting letters of your name in your chart. This occurs when you
have two letters of the same numerological value/vibration as indicated on the
Numerological Value Chart (on page 21 of this book) (for example if you have a
letter 'F' and a letter 'O' appearing in transit (in the same column) for a year, there
will be a duality of letters during that year, as both of these letters have the
numerological value '6', and you would have a '6' duality during that year. It is
easy to identify the letter dualities as they will have the same color, so you can
scan your Table of Events looking at the letter transits (of your first, middle,
middle2 and last name) looking for two letters having the same color during one
year of your chart (or in one column, since each column represents one year of
your life). When you locate those dualities, also know that if you have a duality of
letters, and a duality of Personal Year/Essence (or Soul Essence) at the same
time, that will make things even more interesting! Read below for a summary of
the dualities for each number for general details that may occur at that time. For
greater detail consider a Forecast Plus Numerology reading for the year in
question.
Numerological Value Dualities and their Meaning
Number 1 - Intense activity (over-activity) which leads to 'spinning your wheels' and getting

very little accomplished. Great changes in home: move or possible divorce.
Number 2 - Disappointments and stress, financial/relationships. Your health may also suffer.
Number 3 - Nervous energy results in you scattering your energies in too many directions.
Number 4 - You over-work and feel limited by the stress of what you are being asked to do.
Number 5 - You misuse your personal freedom and break trust especially in relationships.
Number 6 - Family and responsibility concerns cause much undue stress.
Number 7 - You become extremely introverted and your life may suffer from lack of
opportunity. Possible depression.
Number 8 - Hard-driving achieving/gathering wealth. You may become rich, but still lack.
Number 9 - Emotional losses and sacrifice may cause a complete loss: family, home,
business, career and pride.
Number 11 - Very heavy mental strain with a possibility of a nervous breakdown.
Number 22 - A negative time that asks of you more than you can ever accomplish.

Ending Discussion
That wraps up our detailed explanation for getting the most from your personal
Life Plus Numerology reading, but it doesn't end the discovery, growth, goal
achievement, and change that is ahead for you as you progress along your path
of self-fulfillment.
For more information check out some of our other detailed readings which can
provide information which is not part of this reading. Our Professional
Numerology Readings go into great detail on your Life Path (true life purpose) as
well as charting your Personality, Inclusion and Karmic Lessons. Our Life
Purpose Numerology Readings go even further in exploring the talents/skills and
achievements that you can reach and help you write your own life purpose
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statement. Our Compatibility Numerology Readings provide details about your
relationship with someone else, and they also go over your Fate number and the
one major lesson to be learned during this lifetime. Our Forecast Plus Readings
provide extensive details on all of the cycles indicated in your Life Plus reading
(including over 40 pages) of accurate and detailed interpretations of your cycles
for each year. Bundles of 3, 5 or 10 years of Forecast Plus Readings can be
purchased (for years in your past, present, or future), to give you even more
material on specific years in question.
I wish you much success on your journey and hope that I have provided you with
another powerful tool for clearing your vision to see the goals and lessons that
may lie ahead of you in this lifetime. Good luck, peace and fulfillment on
achieving your destiny.
Please feel free to contact me personally at TheDreamtime.com if you have
further questions, or comments about this report. You can contact me using our
Contact Us page located at:
http://www.thedreamtime.com/Astrologer-Contact.html
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